
Dunkeld Cathedral Art Exhibition
We will be holding a shorter exhibition in the
lower hall at the Duchess Anne, Dunkeld from
20th August - 10th September.    With around
60 artists registered there is a wide diversity
of art work as well as some wooden toys,
carved bowls and other wooden ornaments,
fused glass and cards.  The Duchess Anne
will be open each day from 10 - 4pm and we
will be taking all precautions for the safety of
our stewards and visitors .   We are fortunate
to have the support of a number of
professional artists as well as amateur who
have exhibited at Dunkeld for a number of
years.  We are pleased to welcome back
Eleanor Watt. who featured groups of small
children playing by the river or seaside in her
work.
Our invited artists this year are Clare
Arburthnott from Edinburgh and Iain McIntyre
Younger from Crieff.
Normally we have to restrict the size of work
we accept, but nothing has been normal this

year and I decided to take a picture from local
artist, Kate Green -  The Lone Pine, Glen
Affric done in acrylics size 1.5m x 1.2 m.   
A new artist is 12 year old Magnus Ibbetson
and this is his first exhibition.  His
grandparents live in Dunkeld and we are
pleased that we will be able to hang his
pictures on the wall at the Duchess Anne.   All
work has been shown online since May and
another artist, Ingrid Ormstad has sold a
picture which is on its way to Australia to a
sheep farmer who collects her work.  
This is the 50th Anniversary year of the
Exhibition and over the years it has raised a
a lot of money for the Church as well as
brought pleasure to the many visitors and
locals in Dunkeld.  
For more information and updates please look
at our webpage www.dunkeldartexhibtion or
Facebook - dunkeldcathedralartexhibition.  
You can also contact us at:
DunkeldArt@aol.com.

Coronavirus Emergency –
The Community start moving to the ‘New Normal’;

a summary of all we have done and
a huge Thank You to everyone who has helped out.

The Lone Pine, Glen Affric,  acrylics size 1.5m x 1.2 m
by Kate Green one of our many very talented local artists.
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Community Spirit triumphs over mindless vandalism.   See page 2 for the full story.
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The Bridge -Building Back Better?
So this is the final ‘Bridge Special’ produced to support our community through the
Covid19 pandemic and thoughts are now turning to the  ‘new normal.’ 
We hope that you have  found these special issues helpful.  One big change as we
move into the ‘new normal’  is that my partner in crime for over 15 years in producing
The Bridge, John Gray, is stepping down into a well earned and very overdue
retirement.  John and I have had great times producing The Bridge together ..
sometimes pulling our hair out … but generally we have ended up laughing about
whatever the latest escapade has been.  I am very happy to know he will have more
time to spend with his lovely wife Margaret and the extended family.   He will be
very much missed – especially by me!  From the bottom on my heart – thank you
John. 
So how will The Bridge go on?  Indeed should it?  Well it’s a seems a good
opportunity to have a bit of a think and a review of what the community needs and
wants  for its communications going forward.   This is a great opportunity to have a
think about what you like about The Bridge and what you would like to see more of
/ less of.     Do you like the paper copy or should we go digital?  Is it right to keep a
newsletter just for Dunkeld & Birnam and the surrounding area or should we throw
out lot in with The Quair, Pitlochry Life or Heartland’s Iris on-line magazine?   I realise
that for you to be reading this article means you are very likely to be a regular reader
– I’d therefore be particularly grateful if you would ask the opinion of people in the
Community who don’t read The Bridge and let me know that.   What would they find
useful going forward?  We will listen carefully to what you have to say and try to
respond as best we can.
Please share your thoughts by e-mailing me at:
editor@dunkeldandbirnamnews.co.uk,
phoning me on 07970 778525,
writing to me at Meikle Logie Farmhouse, Trochry, Dunkeld, PH8 0BP
or stopping me in the high street for a blether. 
If you can get your thoughts to me by the Friday 18th September that would be
helpful.   
If you are a regular advertiser we will be contacting you in the next couple of weeks
to find out your thoughts and whether you are ready to get going with advertising
again.  We are very aware that for many of our businesses this has been a very
difficult time and all we want to do is help carry the strain – not add to it.   However
our hope is that The Bridge offers great value for money and brings you lots of
business to all our  advertisers.  If you are an advertiser who has money held over
from March  .. don’t worry … we have it safely tucked away and will only use it with
your agreement to re-advertise.  Anyone wanting a refund will get one – no questions
asked.
With all best wishes as always,
Sally
Sally Robertson, Editor, The Bridge
m 07970 778525  
www.dunkeldandbirnamnews.co.uk
The Bridge : Produced by volunteers for the community of Dunkeld. Birnam and
surrounding villages since 1974.
Thank you for all your support.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Dunkeld & Birnam
Community Orchard

invite you all to
Pick and Picnic

Saturday 12 September
at 12 noon onwards

Bring your own rug.  Bring your own picnic.  
Help to pick Victoria Plums,
Bramley Apples and Earlies

Pray for good weather!
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Rampage through Dunkeld and Birnam 
While most of the community was asleep at home, various areas of Dunkeld and
Birnam were vandalised late evening/early morning on the weekend of the 18th/19th
July………….. just as lock-down restrictions were being relaxed.
Should you have any information regarding the perpetrators of this crime please do
get in touch. Ideally I would like them to do community work to compensate and
help them understand the time and effort that they negated by the senseless
destruction which was more than just “high spirits”(strong drink..?).They had a
rampage at the expense and upset of others and while we hope that it was “visitors
“to this area and won’t return, we would not like it to happen in another village
another time!
As chair of Dunkeld and Birnam in Bloom I received calls and emails of support in
the following days, showing again how much our community cares. I have included
a couple below.
E-mail sent to our umbrella group, Take a Pride in Perthshire from DBB member:-
As if Corona wasn’t enough, one of our big Amberol planters, by the Orchard was
completely upturned and all plants wrecked. The wooden planters at the school
were destroyed completely. There was also damage to the Nursery school’s new
outdoor furniture, the building site fencing and various other things, someone's car
covered with Mud, glass strewn about etc., etc. The police were notified, an incident
number issued and later they met with Linda at the school.
Lachlan (who does the watering) has been very good and helped to right the
planter(was him who found out about the damage and reported it early on Sunday
a.m.) Team effort of Linda ,Lachlan and Ramsey then put it together, re- filled with
water, new compost and helped plant up best as could be done at that point. He
took all detritus away and helped at the school. At that stage there was also offers
of help from community council and members of the community generally, who have
been appalled at the wanton destruction on the Saturday evening. The fast response
has been very much appreciated. 
Email from Katharine Melville a few days later:- 
Glad to see the damage put to rights. We heard them roaring past our house well
after midnight. Our only casualty at the Orchard was the bunting, and some
thoughtful person recovered that for us.
We have also received a generous donation from a well-wisher, who is also now
volunteering with us. (The more the Merrier, feel free to join us please.)

As you will see from the pictures our planters are recovering, (some new
replacement plants are to be purchased ) and new boxes have been completed for
the school corner. The wood for the boxes has been donated by Perthshire timber
(via Watty Ross) and made by Ramsay (with a tiny bit of help from his Dad, Lachlan
– or was it interference!!). Ramsay is 14 years old and already has his own little
business, cutting grass locally (R.M.Gardening-I think?) with his own electric tools.
He quietly gets lots done and it is great to see his positive attitude.... he richly
deserves our thanks.
The sun is shining – plants blooming and all is right with the world again.
Linda Speirs, Dunkeld and Birnam in Bloom (e-mail - lindaladyhill@yahoo.com)

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  

Lifting the Lockdown –
Community News

So, we reach the last edition of the coronavirus ‘Bridge Specials’!  My goodness
what a time it has been.   I sincerely hope we won’t need to move back into ‘Specials’
and that as a community we can find ways to safely be together and welcome our
visitors.   For a summary of all that our amazing band of volunteers has done since
the start of lockdown see page 8.   May I also give a big shout out to all the informal
volunteering and kindnesses that have gone unseen during the peak of the
pandemic.   Thank you. 
As for The Bridge going forward, like everyone else, we will need to adapt to the
new normal.  One big change however is that my partner-in-crime John Gray is
stepping into a well earnt and overdue retirement.   I have lost track of the time, but
I think I started editing The Bridge about 15 years ago and before that John was
already managing the advertising.  He has given all those years of service with grace
and good humour.    May I take this opportunity to say a massive thank you for all
his incredible service especially for keeping track of all the cash and ensuring there
is enough in the pot to manage all my latest plans and schemes.   If only all
accountants were like John – brilliant at counting in order to enable things to happen.

Please see below for the thinking on how we move The Bridge forward from here.
I am delighted to see that Margaret Scott and her team are managing to put on a
limited Art Exhibition this year (see front page for all the details).  I hope you will be
able to get along and view the art  – maybe you will find an early Christmas present
for that special someone.
I am excited to see the positive outcome of the members vote at the Sports and
Rec Club in support of the building of a covered, lit MUGA as the next phase in their
‘masterplan.’  (see p7)   Those of you who have read this column over the years will
know about my determination to get a skate and bike skills park built and this all
brings that one step nearer.   So even if we did not get the skate park  built in time
for my boys to learn their ollies and nollies I hope to be part of the group getting it
built  in time for my grandkids to master the balance that will underpin the move to
surfboards, snowboards and flying to the moon.

Take care and stay safe,  Sally

Editorial



Lifting the Lockdown –
Community News

3 Churches Charity Shop 
The new 3 Churches Charity Shop is open on Fridays and Saturdays 10am to 4pm
until further notice.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  
Film Society

The Film Society is starting 2000-21 programme on 20th September. There may be
a few rules to follow but there should be enough space to allow for the required
social distancing.
Birnam & Dunkeld Film Society 2000-21 Programme
Admission for the first film is free to all.
Annual .membership is £25.00 and visitors are also welcome.
Films are shown on Sundays at 7.30

Sunday 20th September Birnam Arts 7.30 pm 
Parasite 2019 132min 15
Awarded Best Film 2019, this is a highly entertaining satire on modern
Korean life. Directed by Bong Joon Ho

Sunday 27th September Birnam Arts 7.30pm
Woman at War  2018 101mins  12A
In Iceland Halla is a very determined environmental activist, but will her
activities prejudice her cherished ambition to adopt a refugee child

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Connect ... Linking Asheville, North Carolina, USA

and Dunkeld & Birnam

The similarities between our sister cities of Asheville and Dunkeld-Birnam go far
beyond the geography, the common ancestry and the friendliness of the people.
During our visit to Dunkeld-Birnam last year it was evident that arts and crafts are a
highly appreciated art form. Beautifully handcrafted items were eye catching as we
strolled through shops like The Naked Sheep and Going Potty.  I must say I can't
wait to return to shop some more!   Purchasing Scottish textiles and embellishments
for my own bag making past-time is a high priority for me when we travel.
Arts and crafts in Asheville are widely varied and also much appreciated by both
locals and tourists.  They include hand thrown pottery, painting, watercolors, quilting,
dressmaking, leather goods, glass blowing,  jewelry making, and metal / wooden

crafts from bowls to furniture, to name just a few. It is not unusual to find an artist
who raises the sheep or llamas, then weaves and dyes the fabric before creating
their sewn wearable art. 
Our River Arts District or RAD, is the home to many old industrial warehouses turned
into galleries and shared studios. Many artists sell their creations in studios where
they work, or in shops, galleries, craft fairs or farmers markets.  On the other end of
the spectrum we also have a pottery manufacturer, East Fork, where Alex, the
grandson of Henri Matisse has built a hand crafted pottery company making
functional art dinner ware used in both homes and restaurants in the area. Once
again beauty meets function and everyday use of art is a reality.
Asheville, being the largest city in western North Carolina, draws talent from all over
the area.  One location where juried artists offer their creations is the Southern
Highland Craft Gallery.  Here unique items made in the Appalachian mountain area
are displayed and offered for sale.  These pictures show the wide scope of the varied
art forms. 
Nearby is the Penland School of Craft, an international destination for craft education
offering weekly and multi week workshops featuring glass, wood, paper, letterpress,
textiles, metal, photography, printmaking and more.
Our community embraces the arts and people love to share their talents in classes
within their studios, and elsewhere.  The ability to learn is offered to young and old
alike.  A mobile art classroom introduces art to children in a vehicle aptly named the
"Easel Rider" mobile art lab.  Retirement communities have pottery classes with
kilns for residents to use, as well as fibre arts and painting studios.  We know people
who make artistic and fragrant soaps or herbal medicinals, on the weekends and
then return to work at regular jobs during the week.
We especially love living in a community where "handcrafted" is appreciated and
valued as an art-form to be cherished. 
Kathleen Young  kathleenyoung@icloud.com

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Servite

We were lucky enough to get a visit and a performance of show tunes and old
favourites from the extremely talented duo of Colleen Nichol and Andrew Johnston.
This was arranged thanks to the efforts of the PH8 community group – Brenda
Roddy in particular. It was a lovely morning and well attended.  We would like to
express our heartfelt thanks – it was a lovely gesture and gave us a real boost in
what has been a very long and difficult haul for the community here at Servite.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Uby says …
please wear a face covering

in our shops!

PH8 Community Support Group ph8community@gmail.com
Our Mascot ‘Uby’ or Universe Bear is the creation of
Alice, age 5, Royal School of Dunkeld.  Thanks Alice!

Uby says …
please keep a safe distance

PH8 Community Support Group ph8community@gmail.com
Our Mascot ‘Uby’ or Universe Bear is the creation of
Alice, age 5, Royal School of Dunkeld.  Thanks Alice!



Lifting the Lockdown –
Community News

Loch of the Lowes
Visitor Centre and Wildlife Reserve

Loch of the Lowes visitor centre and wildlife reserve is open again!!
The wildlife has had a whale of a time while humans have been away and there’s
lots of young red squirrels bouncing around! The great crested grebes managed to
raise a brood and amongst the host of woodland birds and insects, a Large Copper
butterfly, spotted flycatcher and redstart have been sighted. 
Due to the coronavirus virus lockdown, in March we had to close the Visitor Centre,
hides, toilets, car park and reserve. Unfortunately, with no staff on site, when
lockdown rules began to ease, the incidence of fly-tipping, ‘dirty campers’ leaving
black bag loads of filth and rubbish, fires damaging trees and items stolen from site
have been a danger to wildlife and a constant nuisance for our ranger.
Pre-Booking
From Thursday 13th August we are open again. We must keep to a limited amount
of people on site and gather details of visitors for Track and Trace, so all entries are
by pre-booking.
Book through our website where tickets are easy to obtain through Eventbrite.
10.30 am – 12.15 pm
1.15 pm – 3.00 pm
3.15 pm – 5 pm
Members of Scottish Wildlife Trust, please remember that you are still required to
book a time slot, although, of course, entrance remains free.
Nature, green spaces and our inspirational wildlife were appreciated anew through
the difficult days of lockdown. A connection to nature and breathing fresh air
surrounded by trees, flowers and singing birds make a positive difference to our
mental and physical wellbeing. Whether you managed to take your hour’s exercise
in a city park, garden or along country lanes, being out amongst our natural
environment grew in importance. People who once took Nature for granted became
absorbed in noticing and learning the names and habits of wildlife they saw along
their walks.
Protecting Scotland’s wildlife for the future has never been so important and we
have a great deal of work to do. For the last few weeks, staff and volunteers have
been working hard to allow Lowes to re-open by provide a safe and enjoyable
experience for our future visitor. We’ve made important changes (e,g, sanitizing
stations and protective screens) and greatly look forward to welcoming you back. 
We are all in this pandemic together and ask you to be kind and respectful to
everyone, keep yourself and others safe with social distancing and face coverings
– and make the most of our wonderful wildlife.
Opening times: 5 days a week  (Closed Tuesday and Wednesday)
Entry by Pre -Booking through www.scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk
Timeslots 10.30am-12,15pm, 1.15pm-3pm and 3.15pm-5pm.
Adult 4.50 Concession £4.00 Members free – but must book a ticket. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  
Protecting Northern Perthshire’s Red Squirrels

Saving Scotland’s Red
Squirrels is asking
Perthshire residents in the
Dunkeld, Aberfeldy and
Pitlochry areas to help
protect red squirrel
populations by reporting
sightings of the non-native
grey squirrel. 
The grey squirrel is a North
American species that was
first introduced to Britain in

the late 1800s to decorate the gardens of large stately homes. They soon expanded
their range and subsequently replaced red squirrels in much of England, Wales and
parts of Scotland. 
Grey squirrels are known to occur in Dunkeld and Birnam, and in lesser numbers,
as far north as Dalguise. Saving Scotland’s Red Squirrels (SSRS), a National
Lottery-funded partnership project led by the Scottish Wildlife Trust, have been
monitoring squirrel populations across the country since 2009. Recently there has
been an increase in squirrel sightings reported in the Dunkeld and Birnam area
which has raised concerns that grey squirrels could be dispersing further north
towards Pitlochry and Aberfeldy. 

The grey squirrel is identifiable from the native red squirrel by its larger build, being
almost twice the size of a red squirrel.  Unlike the red squirrel, greys never have ear
tufts, are predominately grey in colour, with a distinct ‘halo’ or silver fringe around
the tail.
The greatest threat that grey squirrels pose is through competition for resources
(i.e. food and shelter). The threat is further exacerbated by the risk of Squirrelpox
virus - which grey squirrels can carry without any ill effects, however if contracted
by red squirrels it is typically fatal since they have no natural immunity. 
In Tayside, grey squirrel control is focused along what is known as the ‘Highland
line’ – a 10km-wide strip which runs from Montrose, through Kirriemuir, Dunkeld and
out to the west. SSRS aim to prevent grey squirrels from becoming established north
of this line in order to secure the long-term survival of red squirrels in the Highlands
and Grampian. 
In recent years, grey squirrels have been largely confined to the Highland line thanks
to these ongoing efforts and support from local estates and residents hosting a trap
in their gardens. 
Tayside Conservation Officer, Ann-Marie MacMaster, warned: “We have received
large numbers of reports of both species of squirrel this spring and summer,
suggesting that both species have benefited from the bumper seed crop of autumn
2019, followed by a very mild winter. This boost could mean that grey squirrels are
at an advantage and have dispersed further than they would have in a more typical
year. We can only gain a full picture of what is happening on the ground by asking
the public to help us by reporting sightings of grey squirrels north of Dunkeld.’
“Without targeted action, grey squirrels could move north and become established
in Aberfeldy, Pitlochry and beyond. This would undo the hard-won successes
achieved in the in the last ten years.”
Reporting sightings of the non-native grey squirrel at scottishsquirrels.org.uk is one
of the simplest ways for people to help support one of Scotland’s most loved, and
most threatened, species.  Each sighting enables Saving Scotland’s Red Squirrels
to target efforts to protect local red squirrel squirrels as well as those still thriving
across Scotland’s northern regions.
Anyone living within this key area who has grey squirrels regularly visiting their
garden can contact Ann-Marie MacMaster at:
amacmaster@scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk
to find out more about getting involved in the SSRS trap-loan scheme.
Saving Scotland’s Red Squirrels is supporting local communities to take action to ensure
red squirrels continue to be a part of Scotland’s special native wildlife. The project is led
by the Scottish Wildlife Trust in partnership with Scottish Natural Heritage, Forestry
Commission Scotland, RSPB Scotland, Scottish Land & Estates and Red Squirrel Survival
Trust. For more information visit scottishsquirrels.org.uk.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Perth & Kinross Heritage Trust

announces Doors Open Days 2020
Despite many events being cancelled this year, Perth and
Kinross Heritage Trust (PKHT) are pleased to announce
that Scotland’s biggest free festival celebrating architecture
and the built environment is going ahead this September!
Through Doors Open Days 2020, owners and operators of
historic and new buildings across the country are opening
their doors physically and virtually and welcoming visitors

for free. Here in Perth and Kinross, Doors Open Days will be taking place across
the weekend of 19 and 20 of September and although a little smaller than in previous
years it promises not to disappoint with the open doors on offer.
Headlining the event is the Lower City Mills in Perth, the home of PKHT since
October last year, which will be made accessible to the public for the first time in
almost 20 years! With social distancing in place, we will be offering visitors the
opportunity to see inside this incredible water powered building, to hear about how
central it has been in Perth’s food production for centuries and about the Trust’s
exciting plans for its future. To complement the Mill experience, we will have outdoor
historical walking tours of Perth’s lade upstream and downstream of Lower City
Mills. Follow the open and underground route of the city’s man-made canal with
esteemed archaeologist David Bowler and hear how the waterways once fed the
mills and formed the medieval defences of the burgh. 
Beyond Perth, there will be several buildings opening their doors including
Innerpeffray Library - Scotland’s first lending library and the ever-popular Quarto
Press in Coupar Angus with its unique collection of working antique printing presses.
In line with the rest of the National Doors Open Days programme, this year will see
an increase in digital doors opening with online tours, talks and resources giving
access to buildings that are rarely open to the public or have prepared something
special for the occasion and all from the comfort of your own home!In all buildings
open for visits, appropriate safety measures will be in place, in line with Scottish
Government guidance.
Opening their doors for the first time for the Perth and Kinross programme are the
Railway Boxing Club, Perth, offering the opportunity to learn about its long legacy,
and the newly opened Perth Creative Exchange, which will be providing the
opportunity to tour some of the artist’s studios remotely through their website. 
A leaflet detailing this year’s full Doors Open Days programme in Perth and Kinross
will be available at venues, libraries and museums across the region from late
August and available online at www.pkht.org.uk/dod. Pre-booking is required for all
visits, walks and some online tours with further information on venues, times and
digital accessibility available on the national website www.doorsopendays.org.uk
Whether you are keen to get out or happy at home, we hope Doors Open Days
2020 has a little something for everyone. Look out for the blue banners and balloons
marking the open venues and enjoy Doors Open Days!

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––



Lifting the Lockdown –
Community News

Infinityblu Dental Care
Infinityblu Dental Care & Implant Clinics Are Now All Open and Providing Aerosol
Treatments.

Update for Patients and Any New Patients Who Wish to Register 
We’re delighted to announce that all 5 of our Infinityblu practices are now re-open.
This includes our final practice in Alyth which we acquired during the lockdown
period.
To ensure the safety  of our patients and team, certain aspects of your visit to us at
the practice will be different, we have upgraded these routines to ensure that we
are offering you the latest in safe dental environments. Your dental team will be
wearing enhanced PPE so do not be alarmed at the measures we are taking to keep
you and our staff safe.
The aim is keeping you safe by maintaining social distancing, minimising contact
and limiting travel, whilst still providing you with a pleasant and comfortable
treatment experience.
We have been following strict Scottish government guidance and are  offering
appointments for patients who require Aerosol generating procedures, such as root
canal treatment, crowns, bridgework, implant surgery, orthodontics and fillings on a
Private basis.
To confirm, the Chief dental Officer in Scotland is NOT authorising any aerosol
procedures on an NHS basis in any Scottish Dentall practice, except   for urgent
emergency care. Therefore, any aerosol generating procedures carried out on any
patients must be on a Private basis. Private dentistry at Infinityblu can  be carried
out on all patients, including those registered with Infinityblu under an NHS basis. 
By offering this Private service at our Infinityblu practices, we will be able to re-start
any treatment which was outstanding before lockdown, on any of our patients, any
treatment which has resulted during lockdown, any dental issues occurred in the
past few  weeks and any treatment that is required going forward.  
We will be working through contact lists gathered over the last few months and going
back through appointment diaries to try to re-schedule treatments that have been
cancelled, however, if you wish to contact and  arrange an appointment for your
treatment to be completed on a Private basis at any of the practices, please contact
us by telephone on 01350 729198 at Dunkeld or our global number on 0333 305
0886 to contact any of the other practices.

If you do not wish to benefit from a Private service at Infinityblu, we can offer NHS
urgent emergency   treatment carried out as a temporary solution as of the 17th
August. 
Your dentist or dental nurse will explain your options and costs before undertaking
any treatment.  
We appreciate your patience during this transitional period as we all are working
towards getting back to some semblance of normality and service.
We wish you and your loved ones ongoing health and well-being, and we are very
much looking forward to seeing you again very soon.
Chris Barrowman and the Team

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Doctors Surgery News - including Flu Campaign 

Surgery doors remain closed and admittance is by appointment only; but we would
like to stress that we are operating as normal so if you have any Non-Covid related
issues please get in touch with the Surgery, the GPs are very happy to see you.
All COVID19 related inquiries please phone NHS24 on 111 in the first instance.
Allow 4 working days for collection of your prescription from the Chemist of your
choice.
If you have a Muscular or Joint issue please tell the receptionist when you call the
Surgery as we can now refer you directly to a Physiotherapist via First Contact
Physiotherapy, without you having to speak to a GP.
Masks: It is suggested  that patients wear a mask/covering when attending the
Surgery for an appointment, if possible, but it is not a necessity
This season's flu campaign will be a very challenging one for the Surgery to deliver.
As yet we have had no confirmation from Scottish Government as to who is entitled
or when we will be allowed/expected to deliver our clinics. There will be no drop in
clinics though, when the dates are confirmed all clinics will be by appointment only.
When we do know our clinic dates all information will be posted on a dedicated Flu
page on our Website: http://www.craigvineansurgery.scot.nhs.uk 
Vaccines are not expected to arrive until Late-September at the earliest so please
don't phone the Surgery to enquire about Flu until you have first visited the website
and checked the info there.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Dunkeld Community Archive
Exciting news from the Archive.  We have had our new Interactive Screens fitted,
thanks to the very much appreciated funding from SSE/Griffin Windfarm.
I'm sure you will have noticed the screen in the window as we have it timed to run
from 6am to 11pm daily.  Our current window display will run along with information
about the Archive here. 
We are also offering advertising for Hotels, Restaurants, Shops and Tourist
Attractions on this screen, so anyone who may be interested, please call me on
01350 727786, or email on archives@dunkeldcathedral.org.uk, for further details.
You can have a short video or a fixed page.  

We also have a further screen within the Archive which will enable us to showcase
all Dunkeld's history.  During the current Covid-19 situation, this will run on a loop,
but will eventually be interactive, allowing the visitor to choose the subjects they are
interested in.
We are hoping to re-open at the beginning of September, all going well.
Take care and hope to see you soon.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

We will be holding our Annual General Meeting on Thursday 27th August, virtually, via Zoom. The usual business will be dealt with, including election of office bearers, for which
we welcome nominations – please do get in touch if you’d like to nominate someone. We will email out a link and instructions on how to join the meeting on Zoom closer to the
time.
Transport Scotland got back in touch with us in late June with an update; here’s the main extract:
“Please be assured that we are committed to progressing the scheme and will update you, and the wider community with our plans once it is clearer when and how the current
restrictions may be lifted. As part of this recovery process we are looking at how we might be able to deliver a safe and effective consultation process having regard to the best
scientific advice that is available as we come out of lockdown.  We are also exploring alternative ways in which a public consultation may be carried out ensuring the safety of
each and every individual.”
We received a verbal update to that effect; we do not yet know when a Ministerial decision on the route will come but, they are planning to hold a public event when it does and
September is the earliest that it might happen (if, by then, TS have reported to the Cabinet Secretary and that there has been a decision).  
Transport Scotland also advised that the latest groundworks drilling being done at points along our section were 97% completed before lockdown.
The Public Local Inquiry for Tay Crossing to Ballinluig section is continues and we are keeping a close eye on outcomes, this being of particular interest to us as regards our
objection to the Rotmell junction (proposed by TS not to allow traffic to continue north from the old A9 coming up from Dunkeld.)
TS advises that in general the government’s priorities for transport are:
To focus on all travel/transport activities relating directly to Covid19  eg transport links to islands 
To get construction re-started wherever possible to boost the economy (so Luncarty to Pass of Birnam is getting going again gradually).
Further details available on our page on Bridge Online along with all of our updates and documents for your reference: http://www.dunkeldandbirnamnews.co.uk/community-
news/community-council/a9-dualling
Information from TS is available at:  https://www.transport.gov.scot/projects/a9-dualling-perth-to-inverness/a9-pass-of-birnam-to-tay-crossing/ 
You can contact us at email: dunkeldA9workinggroup@gmail.com  - and to have your details added to (or removed from) our mailing list, also at Facebook page: Birnam to
Ballinluig A9 Community Group. Please Like and Share it, or just phone me!
Alasdair Wylie,   Coordinator 01350 727361

A9 Birnam to Ballinluig Community Group Update August 2020

Temporary traffic lights on C408 near Hunter’s Lodge, Bankfoot for approx. 3 weeks
Road users are advised that two-way temporary traffic signals will be in place on the C408 on approach to Hunter’s Lodge underpass, between its junction with Innewan Gardens
and the C408 Stewart Towers road for approximately three weeks, from 26th August 2020.
These temporary traffic signals will be in place 24/7 and are required to allow the safe construction of the footpath and tie in works to the carriageway of the C408 to accommodate
the new layout of the Bankfoot north junction.
Road users are advised to plan ahead and allow additional time for your journey whilst these works are undertaken.
For further details, visit the Transport Scotland website or twitter feeds.

A9 Dualling Bankfoot Traffic Management

Healthcare Information



Thought for the Month 
I think we all realise now that coming out of lock-
down is proving a lot harder than going in! That is
just as true for churches as any other organisation.
Worship on a Sunday morning is not going to be the
same when there are so many limitations on what
we can do. One of the joys of Dunkeld Cathedral is
that, as well as our local congregation, we get to

welcome visitors from all over the world. That’s another thing that’s
gone by the board this year!

Planning for re-starting Sunday services focusses the mind on what
is important in services. We ministers might fondly imagine that people
flock to church for the finely crafted, erudite sermons! The truth is there
are other things equally or more attractive to people.

Singing and music are such a big part of worship and the prospect of
not being able to sing is a disheartening thought. As is the prospect of
everyone having to sit at safe distances from other households.
Looking out on faces covered with masks is not thrilling either! We
won’t be able to meet for coffee afterwards and catch up with one
another. Worship is a communal activity and meeting together, to pray
and learn together is such a key part of it. Psalm 42 speaks about the
same kind of experience:

1 As the deer pants for streams of water,
so my soul pants for you, my God.

2 My soul thirsts for God, for the living God.
When can I go and meet with God?

3 My tears have been my food
day and night,

while people say to me all day long,
“Where is your God?”

4 These things I remember
as I pour out my soul:

how I used to go to the house of God
under the protection of the Mighty One

with shouts of joy and praise
among the festive throng.

But the Psalm also includes a great note of confidence: ‘Put your hope
in God, for I will yet praise him, my Saviour and my God.’ We might
not like things the way they are at the moment but the Psalm urges
us to trust in God and one day, we will return as we used to.

Fraser Penny ____________________________

Dunkeld Parish Church Information 
The Kirk Session held a virtual meeting early in August with as many
people attending as possible. The main business was to review the
regulations on church opening and plan a way forward.

The regulations regarding worship state that 
• no more than 50 people can attend.
• members of the congregation have to wear face coverings.
• singing is not allowed.
• Contact details of everyone attending have to be taken.

The elders who were present at the meeting decided that we would
use the month of August to carry out risk assessments and make
preparations for re-opening. Once that has been done there will be
another Kirk Session meeting on Wednesday August 26th. to decide
when and how to start Sunday Services.

In the meantime we continue with online services at Dunkeld
Cathedral Online. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxk5fIWiRL2-
HabvQ-e4zYw

Now that Historic Scotland have opened up the grounds of the
Cathedral again we also have to make a plan for opening the
Cathedral itself during the week.

Again, there are procedures that will have to be followed and it will
require volunteers on duty while the building is open. If anyone would
like to volunteer to do a shift (probably two hours at a time) please let
Fraser Penny know on RPenny@churchofscotland.org.uk ____________________________

St Marys Church Birnam
Our new priest Rev Lesley-Ann Craddock is now in the community for
two days a week, usually Friday and Saturday, and for the Sunday
service.

We are please to announce that Sunday Services will resume on
August 26th at the new time of 10.00am. 

To observe all the hygiene and social distancing regulations we will
no longer be open every weekday. Although there will be no singing
John Walker has planned some beautiful music.
Lesley-Ann can be contacted on 01350 728091 when at the rectory
in St Marys Road Birnam PH8 OBJ or by email
lesley.craddock@btinternet.com. 07903020509.____________________________

Lock-down Book
Molly Arbuthnott came to us with a brilliant idea! Molly is a children’s
author and suggested we write a book of our own about lock-down in
Dunkeld. Children are invited to write, draw or paint something to
express their experiences of lock-down and the results will be
published in a book which will then be sold for the Parish of Dunkeld
funds.
Entries must be 21 by 21cms.and you can submit as many as you like
but probably only one per person can be included. The 30 best entries
will be used to make a lovely book published and printed by Candy
Jar Books in Cardiff.

We have extended the deadline because the holiday time was not a
good time to be thinking about doing this kind of thing! Please send
your entries, by 31st. August, to Molly Arbuthnott, The Old Manse,
Caputh, Perthshire, PH1 4JQ or mollyarbuthnott@gmail.com 
This is your chance to be a published author!____________________________

Three C
hurches in the Community

Fraser in the Cathedral



Dunkeld and Birnam
Sports and Leisure Hub
Future Usage Masterplan

Phasing:
Phase 1: Refurbish tennis courts and add

basketball hoop and netball court
(complete)

Phase 2: Build a covered, lit MUGA
Future Phases:

Improve drainage to the Football Pitch
Improve changing facilities
Build and indoor sports hall for
badminton, yoga, pilates etc
Build skate & bike skills park

The Sports and Leisure Hub has recently balloted its
membership on whether to support the next phase of
the masterplan with building a covered, lit MUGA.
The Committee are delighted to report that the
membership have voted overwhelming to support this
next phase of developments down at the Rec by a
majority of 82 out of total potential votes of 98
(representing 84% turnout). Of those, 77 voted Yes
(94%) and 5 against. There was a majority in favour
of the proposal in each of the membership sections
(Tennis, Bowls and Hub).
Consultation with the Church; the School;  the
Highland Games;  Leisure Group and other key
stakeholders continues as well as well as the wider
community.  Please send any comments, feedback or
questions to: dbsportsleisurehub@gmail.com

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Why not join us and help

develop sport and leisure in
Dunkeld and Birnam

Enjoy special rates all the way to March.
Reduced Tennis Club Fees:
(all include Hub Membership)

Single Adult £20
Unwaged / Full Time Education £8
Senior £18
Junior – under 16 £5        
Family – various packages available from £25
for one adult and one child

Reduced Bowling Club Fees:
Bowling fees are just £10 from now until March –
join and enjoy Outdoor Bowling over the summer. 
‘Hub Only’ Fees for July 1st – March 31st:
Join the Hub for just £10 and help develop sports and
leisure down at the Rec. Hub fees have been
confirmed at £10 per person payable from July 1st to
cover the period to March 31st. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Sports and Leisure Hub



Dear all

I write as Her Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant for Perth and Kinross and on behalf of the Queen to express my thanks for
the way in which the PH8 Community Group have risen to the challenge brought about by Covid 19.

You have coordinated a wonderful response to the pandemic challenge that we have all had to face.  The Bridge is a
splendid source of local news and information, order taking and deliveries have been excellently coordinated by local
businesses and others and the all-important human contact by telephone or in other ways has been made available to
those who most need it.

I would like to send my sincere appreciation to everyone involved in the PH8 Community Group for their efforts to make life that little bit better
for those around them. 

Best wishes
Stephen

Stephen Leckie | Lord-Lieutenant for Perth and Kinross | 07967 650134 | Easterleigh, Ferntower Road, Crieff, Perthshire, PH7 3DH

Lifting the Lockdown –
Thank You to Everyone

PH8 Coronavirus Group
What we’ve delivered and what happens next:
From the germ of an idea in the week before lockdown to a
large multi-faceted team, the PH8 Coronovirus Group has
been a fantastic community effort that has made a real
difference to many, many people during this crisis. With the
easing of restrictions we are winding down the current efforts.
So, what has been achieved and what happens next?
The Core Group that took on the coordination task was self-
selecting but tried to represent as wide a range of interests

as possible within the community. Throughout, we have continually challenged
ourselves on thinking about the wider community and getting as wide a range of
views and support as possible.
However, we did have to trust our judgment when decisions had to be made. Other
key principles we tried to follow were to remember that everyone involved is a
volunteer- often with many other pressures of family and work; to forgive each other
when mistakes are made or when we should have taken a different approach; to try
things out- not everything we tried got support, so we stopped! And most importantly
that these were, and continue to be, very challenging and stressful times- people
being isolated in their homes, children not being at school, financial pressures, usual
support networks not being in place, people getting ill either through coronavirus or
other causes- and that we have to be sensitive to these stresses and how different
people handle the stress.
The PH8 Community responded immediately to the Core Group’s call for help and
over 185 volunteers took on and organised a variety of initiatives through area
coordinators - covering the PH8 area from Amulree to Butterstone and all in between
- and through group organisers such as shoppers, sewers, cooks and administrators
and bagpipers!   Much of the work that was carried out would not have happened it
if had not been for our volunteers and we thank them on behalf of everyone who
benefited from their help.

Some of the achievements of the Community group have been:
Organising shopping deliveries from the Co-op, Scottish Deli, Birnam Village Shop-
Best One, Chattan Tea Room and Post Office, Dunkeld Butchers and Smoked
Salmon shop. Although a large effort was focused on setting up new systems for
the Co-op we were very keen to provide support for all the shops. The system relied
on people taking in orders from customers by email or phone, shopping and packing
coordinators who organised people for each morning, and delivery people organised
via area teams. This system ran incredibly smoothly with few mistakes (many
apologies to the people who got the wrong milk or in some cases entirely wrong
shopping) which were quickly rectified with good humour all round! A huge thank
you also to all the staff in the shops for their support for our efforts.
Prescription deliveries from the chemist. This was a vital service for people self-
isolating. Again, a huge thanks to the staff in the chemists for their support of our
service provision and more generally for their fantastic support to our community.
Production of hundreds of scrubs and scrub bags for hospitals and care homes.
Hot meals preparation and delivery. We have provided a weekly service of hot meals
produced by Kelly at the Post Office and delivered by our volunteers.
Provision of face coverings- both a huge supply of disposal masks and cloth
coverings, sold locally with all profits being donated to the PH8 fund.

Financial support provided on a confidential basis:
Food bank and larder set up and coordinated by Maggie Hands, Caroline Robertson
and Calum Martin. We have received a huge amount of donations over the last few
months (thank you to everyone!) and the food can be collected from a number of
telephone boxes in Dunkeld, Birnam and Amulree.  The Food Larder is one of the
initiatives that we will keep going – at least in the short term.  Thanks to Calum
Martin, Caroline Robinson, Maggie Hand and Moira Baker for all their work on this.
Keep an eye on The Bridge for future updates on this. 

Keeping in touch with Perth and Kinross Council to ensure we understand what is
going on in other areas.
8 special editions of the Bridge (plus updates online on the webpage and facebook
pages). These have been invaluable in keeping people up to date with activities,
shop opening time and post lockdown the opening up of other services round the
village. A huge thank you particularly to Sally for the mammoth amount of work
involved!
Although most of these activities have been delivered at zero cost (and a huge
amount of time from volunteers) we have been extremely fortunate to receive
significant financial support from a Crowdfunding project which raised about £6,000
from individuals plus corporate donations from the Highland Games, local Masonic
Lodge, Tesco, SSE Griffin and Perth, Kinross Council, Corra Foundation.
The PH8 Coronovirus group of 170 volunteers has shown community action at its
best- responding to real and immediate need- as has happened up and down the
country. As the Lord Lieutenant of Perth and Kinross said in a letter to the group
(full text above):

I write to express my thanks for the way in which the PH8
Community Group have risen to the challenge brought
about by Covid 19. You have coordinated a wonderful
response to the pandemic challenge that we have all had
to face. I would like to send my sincere appreciation to
everyone involved in the PH8 Community Group for their
efforts to make life that little bit better for those around
them.’

So, what are the next steps? And what can we take forward from the past few
months to make our local area an even better place to live?
We now have a large cadre of volunteers who have said they are keen to continue
to offer their services. Recent shout outs for support have been have been for the
Art Exhibition at end August, bags for Royal School of Dunkeld pupils and from
Dunkeld Cathedral. Gien a Haund is also considering options for developing its
services.
If you were not on the original volunteer list but would like to become a PH8
volunteer for the future then we would be delighted to have you on the team.  Please
email PH8community@gmail.com and let us know if you can help.  You need only
volunteer for things that interest you or that you have a particular skill for – or you
may just find a new skill you didn’t know you had!
Unfortunately, there is the risk of an increase in number of cases or perhaps a
‘second wave’ in the Autumn and Winter which will require a response and may
require ramping up support again. The last few months have shown we have the
ability and capacity to deliver necessary support.
And more generally, as we emerge into a somewhat different world, we will see
activities start up more slowly than we would like. If you provide services in the
village and would like volunteer support please drop a note to:
(ph8community@gmail.com).
At a larger scale, an idea that has evolved over the last few months has been to
consider longer term developments in the village- perhaps related to climate change,
food security (with a plan already having been delivered by Mel Nicoll), road safety
etc. A Steering Group has been formed to take forward the concept with the next
steps being development of a Community Profile leading to a Community Plan of
action. If you want to find out more please drop an email to:
(ph8community@gmail.com).

And finally, a huge thank you to everyone who played their part in this fantastic
community effort! 

All best wishes,  Stuart Paton 
The PH8 Coronavirus Core Group :
John Gilruth, Annie Le Roy-Lewis, Dot Meechan, Stuart Paton, Fraser Penny,
Sally Robertson, Brenda Roddy, Philip Rutledge.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Stuart Paton


